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Abstract— Population-based learning techniques have been
proven to be effective in dealing with noise in numerical
benchmark functions and are thus promising tools for the
high-dimensional optimization of controllers for multipl e robots
with limited sensing capabilities, which have inherently noisy
performance evaluations. In this article, we apply a statistical
technique called Optimal Computing Budget Allocation to
improve the performance of Particle Swarm Optimization in
the presence of noise for a multi-robot obstacle avoidance
benchmark task. We present a new distributed PSO OCBA
algorithm suitable for resource-constrained mobile robots due
to its low requirements in terms of memory and limited local
communication. Our results from simulation show that PSO
OCBA outperforms other techniques for dealing with noise,
achieving a more consistent progress and a better estimate of
the ground-truth performance of candidate solutions. We then
validate our simulations with real robot experiments wherewe
compare the controller learned with our proposed algorithm
to a potential field controller for obstacle avoidance in a
cluttered environment. We show that they both achieve a high
performance through different avoidance behaviors.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The high-dimensional optimization of robotic controllers
is an expensive process because, even in simulation, per-
formance evaluations require more time than any other
computation in the optimization process. Moreover, in the
context of multiple robots with limited sensing and actuating
capabilities, there are several sources of uncertainties,such
as sensor and actuator noise, varying initial conditions,
manufacturing tolerances, or changes in the environment, that
can increase the variance of performance measurements [1].

Population-based learning techniques have been proven to
be effective in dealing with noise in fitness evaluations [2].
Within this family of algorithms, we can find examples of
successful performances under noise for Particle Swarm Op-
timization [3], [4], Genetic Algorithms [5], and Evolutionary
Strategies [6].

We focus this research on the Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) algorithm [7], as it is well suited for distributed multi-
robot implementations due to its distinct individual and social
components [8]. Examples of applications of PSO to mobile
robots are odor source localization [9], [10], robotic search
[11], and obstacle avoidance [8].

Regarding the influence of noise on PSO, Parsopoulos
and Vrahatis showed that standard PSO was able to cope
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with noisy and continuously changing environments, and
even suggested that noise may help to avoid local minima
[3]. Pugh et al. showed that PSO could outperform Genetic
Algorithms on benchmark functions and for certain scenarios
of limited-time learning in presence of noise [8], [12].

In our previous work [1], we have analyzed different
techniques for dealing with noise in PSO and identified
potential sources for improvement. In this article, we present
a new distributed noise-resistant PSO algorithm for multi-
robot learning. It is based on Optimal Computing Budget
Allocation (OCBA), a statistical sample allocation method
introduced by Chen et al. [13]. OCBA has previously been
applied to PSO on numerical benchmark functions [4],
[14]. Here, we first detail how we apply PSO OCBA in
a centralized manner to a multi-robot obstacle avoidance
benchmark task. Then, we propose a new distributed version
which requires only local information and communication,
and compare it to other algorithms in the same task.

Obstacle avoidance was used in one of the earliest works
of evaluative adaptation with Genetic Algorithms applied
to real robots [15], and it has also been employed to test
other learning algorithms such as PSO [8] and Reinforcement
Learning [16]. We chose obstacle avoidance as a benchmark
task because it can be implemented with different number
of robots, requires basic sensors and actuators, and the
performance metric can be defined to be fully evaluated with
on-board resources. Thus, this task can serve as a benchmark
for testing multi-robot learning algorithms in the same way
that standard benchmark functions are used in numerical
optimization, such as DeJong’s test suite [17].

In addition, by increasing the density of obstacles in the
arena, we can make the obstacle avoidance task increasingly
challenging in terms of performance and noise [18], even for
traditional controllers, as we will later show. Therefore,we
will also use the obstacle avoidance benchmark to compare
the controller obtained with our proposed algorithm to a
potential field controller [19], a common approach in mobile
platforms with limited sensing.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the obstacle avoidance task that will
be used to compare the algorithms and controllers. Section III
provides some background on PSO and OCBA in order
to facilitate the explanation of the subsequent algorithms.
Section IV describes the algorithms incorporating OCBA to
PSO for multi-robot implementations and their differences
with the ones from the literature. Section V presents the
results from applying the different algorithms for learning
in simulation. In Section VI, we show the results from real



robot experiments where we compare the learned controller
to a potential field one. Finally, Section VII concludes the
paper.

II. B ENCHMARK TASK

We have chosen obstacle avoidance as a task to illustrate
robotic learning because it is a fundamental task popular in
the robotic learning literature [8], [15], [16], [18], [20], and it
requires basic sensors and actuators available in most mobile
robots.

We use the metric of performance introduced in [15],
which was also used in [8], [18], [20]. It consists of three
factors, all normalized to the interval [0, 1]:

f = fv · (1−
√
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where{vl ,k,vr,k} are the normalized speeds of the left and
right wheels at time stepk, imax,k is the normalized proximity
sensor activation value of the most active sensor at time step
k, and Neval is the number of time steps in the evaluation
period. This function rewards robots that move quickly (fv),
turn as little as possible (ft ), and stay away from obstacles
( fi). Each factor is calculated at each time step and then the
product is averaged for the total number of time steps in the
evaluation period.

We conduct experiments in a square arena of 2m x 2m
with walls, where a different number of cylindrical obstacles
of diameter 10cm are added (0 to 15 obstacles). In simu-
lation, the obstacles are randomly repositioned before each
fitness evaluation, and the initial robots’ positions are set
randomly with a uniform probability distribution, verifying
that they do not overlap with obstacles or other robots. In real
robot experiments, the obstacles are randomly positioned the
first time, and then kept in this fixed position for the rest of
the experiments, while the robots are manually repositioned
in random locations between evaluations.

All experiments are conducted with four Khepera III
robots. The Khepera III mobile robot is a differential wheeled
vehicle with a diameter of 12 cm. It is equipped with nine
infra-red sensors for short range obstacle detection, which
in our case are the only external inputs for the controllers.
Robots can be seen in Figure 1 in the arena with 15
obstacles. The learning is performed in simulation using
Webots [21], a high-fidelity submicroscopic simulator that
models dynamical effects such as friction and inertia.

In addition to the learned controllers, in this article we
employ a manually designed controller based on potential
fields. This controller has two purposes: firstly, to show that
the obstacle avoidance task in this cluttered environment and
with this limited sensing range is challenging in terms of

Fig. 1. Arena with 15 obstacles and four Khepera III robots performing
one of the obstacle avoidance algorithms learned.
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Fig. 2. Performance of the potential field controller testedwith an
increasing number of obstacles in the arena. The box represents the upper
and lower quartiles, the line across the middle marks the median, and the
crosses show outliers.

performance and noise, independently of the learning; and
secondly, to provide a baseline performance value for com-
parisons with the learned controllers. The total virtual force
generated by the potential field controller is the weighted
sum of a constant vector moving the robot forwards and
repulsive proportional forces to obstacles measured by any
of the infra-red proximity sensors. This resulting virtualforce
is translated into wheel speeds, and the different parameters
are optimized manually for maximization of the performance
metric.

Figure 2 shows the performance of this controller for 2000
runs in simulation for different obstacle densities. As we
increase the number of obstacles in the arena from 0 to 15,
the median performance decreases, and both the variance and
the number of outliers increase. Outliers represent situations
in which the robots get stuck, meaning that with 15 obstacles
the avoidance task becomes quite challenging.

For the learning, the controller used is a recurrent artificial
neural network of two units with sigmoidal activation func-
tions. The outputs of the units determine the wheel speeds.
Each neuron has 12 input connections: the 9 infrared sensors,
a connection to a constant bias speed, a recurrent connection
from its own output, and a lateral connection from the other
neuron’s output, resulting in 24 weight parameters in total.



1: Initialize particles
2: for Ni iterationsdo
3: for Np particlesdo
4: Evaluate particle position
5: Update personal best
6: Update neighborhood best
7: Update particle position
8: end for
9: end for

Fig. 3. Pseudocode for the standard PSO algorithm.

These 24 parameters define the dimensionality of the learning
space of the algorithms.

The high-dimensional optimization problem to be solved
by the PSO learning algorithms is to choose the set of
weights of the artificial neural network controller such that
the fitness functionf as defined in Eq. 1 is maximized.

III. B ACKGROUND

PSO is a relatively new metaheuristic originally introduced
by Kennedy and Eberhart [7], which was inspired by the
movement of flocks of birds and schools of fish. It models
candidate solutions as a swarm of particles moving in a high-
dimensional space. The position of each particle represents
a set of weights of a controller. Each particle stores its
own personal best position and the position of the best in
its neighborhood, which are used to guide the particle’s
movement.

The movement of particlei in dimension j depends on
three components: the velocity at the previous step weighted
by an inertia coefficientw, a randomized attraction to its per-
sonal bestx∗i, j weighted bywp, and a randomized attraction to
the neighborhood’s bestx∗i′, j weighted bywn (Eq. 5).rand()
is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution
between 0 and 1.

vi, j =w·vi, j +wp·rand()·(x∗i, j −xi, j)+wn ·rand()·(x∗i′, j −xi, j)
(5)

Each particle evaluation consists of a robot moving in
the arena for a fixed time (te =30 s) running the controller
with the weights given by that particle’s position. Particle
evaluations are performed in parallel, which means that each
robot is testing a different controller at any given time.
The fitness corresponding to a particle is equivalent to the
performance of the robot measured with functionf from
Eq. 1. The pseudocode for PSO is shown in Figure 3.

OCBA is a technique based on Bayesian statistics for allo-
cating samples to different candidate solutions introduced by
Chen et al. [13]. Givenk candidates with means{X̄1, . . . , X̄k}
and variances{σ2

1 , . . . ,σ2
k }, and a total number of samples

T, OCBA aims at maximizing the probability of correctly
selecting candidateb as the best (the one with the lowest
mean):

P{CS}= P{X̄B < X̄i , i 6= b} (6)

by applying the following allocation rules:
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√
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N2
i
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i

(8)

whereNi is the number of samples for candidatei, and
δi, j = X̄i − X̄j the difference between the means of candidatei
and candidatej. An intuitive way of interpreting Equations 7
and 8 is that candidatei will get more samplesNi when it
has larger varianceσ2

i and when its mean is closer to the
mean of the best solution found so far (smallδ 2

b,i). To switch
the type of problem from minimization to maximization, we
can simply consider̄Xi = −X̄′

i whereX̄′
i corresponds to the

mean of the maximization problem.
This allocation procedure has been proven to be optimal

in the sense that it maximizes an asymptotic approximation
to the probability of correct selectionP{CS} as the number
of samples tends to infinity, but it was also shown to be
very efficient for limited sampling budgets in numerical
experiments [13].

OCBA has previously been applied to PSO on numerical
benchmark functions [4], [14], where it outperformed other
techniques for dealing with noise. In the following section,
we will describe how we apply OCBA to PSO to allocate
samples for a multi-robot task in a centralized manner, and
then introduce a distributed version which requires only local
information and communication.

IV. L EARNING ALGORITHMS

As a baseline for our work, we will use the following three
algorithms previously presented in the PSO literature:

• PSO std, a standard PSO as described in Figure 3,
Section III.

• PSO rep, the naı̈ve approach of evaluating every new
candidate a fixed number of times [14], in this case 10
(determined experimentally on preliminary runs),

• PSO pbest, the noise-resistant variant by Pugh et al. [8]
which re-evaluates personal bests at each iteration.

Table I shows the parameters that are common to all
PSO algorithms used in this paper. They are set following
the guidelines for limited-time adaptation presented in [22].
Table II shows the parameters that vary between the three
previously mentioned variants, and serves as a quick sum-
mary of the differences between them.

In order to perform fair comparisons, the total number
of evaluations for each algorithm was held constant, which
implies that the number of iterations was set to be inversely
proportional to the number of evaluations performed at
each iteration. This is why 500 iterations ofPSO stdwere
performed, 50 forPSO rep, and 250 forPSO pbest.

The idea behind the application of OCBA to PSO is to
fix some issues of the previous algorithms which affect their



TABLE I

PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL PSOALGORITHMS

Parameter Value
Number of robotsNrob 4
Population sizeNp 24
Evaluation spante 30 s
Personal weightwp 2.0
Neighborhood weightwn 2.0
Neighborhood sizeNn 3
DimensionD 24
Inertia w 0.8
Vmax 20

TABLE II

PARAMETERS FORPSO std, PSO rep, AND PSO pbest

Parameter PSO std PSO rep PSO pbest
Evaluations of new candidates 1 10 1
Re-evaluations of pbests 0 0 1
IterationsNi 500 50 250

performance under the presence of noise. Standard PSO has
no explicit mechanism for dealing with noise. The naı̈ve
approach of evaluating every new candidate a fixed number
of times results in a better performance estimation for new
candidates, but invests as many resources in good candidates
as in poor ones which could be immediately discarded [14].
Another disadvantage of this method is that the number of
repetitions of each evaluation is fixed and should be selected
based on the amount of noise, which must be known in
advance. The noise-resistant approach that evaluates best
candidates multiple times [8] has the advantage of placing
more computation on the most promising solutions and
therefore achieves a high performance, but it is sensitive to
“lucky” good evaluations of bad new solutions, which might
displace a consistently better old solution, generating random
performance drops during the learning [1].

OCBA automatically adjusts the evaluation budget be-
tween old and new solutions to maximize the probability
of correct selection of good candidates. In addition, as the
iterations increase, good candidates tend to accumulate a
large number of samples, thereby producing accurate perfor-
mance estimates of the best solutions, and leaving a larger
proportion of the allocation budget to accurately test new
candidates.

The pseudocode for the centralized version of PSO OCBA,
PSO ocbaC, is shown in Figure 4. Most steps are similar to
PSO rep, but instead of evaluating every new position 10
times in the evaluation step, it allocates the same evaluation
budget of 240 samples (24 particles times 10 evaluations) in
a different manner. First,n0 samples of the new positions
are taken to estimate their mean and variance (in our case,
n0 = 2). Then the remaining samples are allocated among all
the new positions and all the personal bests (48 candidates
total) using Equations 7 and 8. Note that since all personal
bests were new positions at some time, they already have at
leastn0 samples at the moment of the OCBA allocation.

The parameters forPSO ocbaCare shown in Table III.
Again, the number of iterations was calculated to have the

1: Initialize particles
2: for Ni iterationsdo
3: for Np particlesdo
4: Evaluate new particle positionn0 times
5: end for
6: remaining budget := iteration budget -n0 ·Np

7: while remaining budget> 0 do
8: Allocate ∆ samples among current positions and

personal bests using OCBA
9: Evaluate allocated samples

10: Recalculate mean and variance for new evaluations
11: remaining budget := remaining budget -∆
12: end while
13: for Np particlesdo
14: Update personal best
15: Update neighborhood best
16: Update particle position
17: end for
18: end for

Fig. 4. Pseudocode for thePSO ocbaCalgorithm.

TABLE III

PARAMETERS FORPSO ocbaCAND PSO ocbaD

Parameter PSO ocbaC PSO ocbaD
IterationsNi 50 50
Iteration budgetBi 240 10
Initial number of samplesn0 2 2
Additional number of samples∆ 4 1

same total number of evaluations as the other algorithms,
and in this case it is 50, the same value asPSO repsince
they both perform 240 evaluations per iteration.

The pseudocode for the distributed version of PSO OCBA,
PSO ocbaD, is shown in Figure 5. In this case, each particle
is running its own algorithm, so the pseudocode is written
from the point of view of an individual particle. First, the
particle takesn0 samples of its new position in order to
estimate its mean and variance. Next, the particle collects
the mean, variance, and number of samples of all candidates
in the neighborhood (new positions and personal bests). In
our case, for comparison purposes, we are using the same
neighborhood size as Pugh et al. [8], which is one neighbor
on each side of a ring topology. Then, the particle allocates
the remaining budget among the shared new positions and
personal bests in the neighborhood (in this case, 6 candidates
in total: own position, own personal best, 2 shared new
positions, and 2 shared personal bests) using Equations 7
and 8. Finally, the particle evaluates the candidates with the
number of samples given by the OCBA allocation and shares
the results in the neighborhood.

The parameters forPSO ocbaDare displayed alongside
those forPSO ocbaCin Table III. The main difference is that
since each particle is performing its own OCBA allocation,
the iteration budgetBi for that allocation is 1/24 the budget
of the centralized version, and the additional number of



1: Initialize particle
2: for Ni iterationsdo
3: Evaluate new particle positionn0 times
4: Share evaluation results in neighborhood
5: Receive and store evaluation results from neighbor-

hood
6: remaining budget := iteration budget -n0 ·Np

7: while remaining budget> 0 do
8: Allocate ∆ samples among current positions and

personal bests in neighborhood using OCBA
9: Evaluate allocated samples

10: Recalculate mean and variance for new evaluations
11: Share evaluation results in neighborhood
12: Receive and store evaluation results from neighbor-

hood
13: remaining budget := remaining budget -∆
14: end while
15: Update personal best
16: Update neighborhood best
17: Update particle position
18: end for

Fig. 5. Pseudocode for thePSO ocbaDalgorithm.

samples∆ is reduced to 1 in order to share and receive the
results from other particles after each evaluation.

The information shared by each particle is the mean,
variance, and sample size of its current position and personal
best position, which are required to compute the OCBA
allocation. The mean, variance, and sample size can be
calculated online incrementally every time a new sample is
added using the following equations:

X̄n =
(n−1)X̄n−1+Xn

n
(9)

σ2
n =

(n−2)
(n−1)

σ2
n−1+

(xn− x̄n−1)
2

n
(10)

Therefore, the history from previous evaluations can be
incorporated without the need to store or share the entire
vector of samples, which can become large towards the end
of the learning, especially in the case of good solutions (e.g.,
we have observed several runs where the best solution had
more than 100 samples at the end). Thus, the memory and
communication requirements for the distributed algorithm
are significantly reduced and they remain constant for the
entire learning process.

V. PERFORMANCE OFALGORITHMS IN SIMULATION

We compared the performance of the algorithms on the
previously described obstacle avoidance benchmark with
15 obstacles. We chose 15 obstacles based on previous
work where we showed that learning in the most cluttered
environment generalizes well to simpler ones [23]. Due to
the stochastic nature of PSO, we repeated each algorithm for
20 runs for statistical significance.

Figure 6 shows the progress of the learning for a single run
of each of the five algorithms. We selected these runs because
we considered them to be representative of the behavior of
each algorithm, and they will allow us to discuss certain
characteristics that cannot be appreciated in the aggregated
results for all runs presented later in this section.

The red curve in Figure 6 is the performance of the best
solution found so far as estimated by the algorithm and stored
in its internal state. Due to the presence of noise, the fitness
value of the best solution as reported by the algorithms may
not be an accurate representation of the actual performance
of the solution. Therefore, in order to accurately judge the
performances for comparison purposes, during the learning
we store the positions of the best solutions found at each
iteration. After the learning is finished, we perform 100 a-
posteriori evaluations of each of the stored best solutions.
We then calculate the mean of the 100 evaluations at each
iteration and consider this as the “ground truth” performance
of that solution (blue curve).

In general, the estimated performance is higher than the
ground truth due to the fact that the learning tries to
maximize the performance, and therefore evaluations with
positive noise (values higher than the mean) are more likely
to be selected than evaluations with negative noise.

We can see that the largest discrepancy between esti-
mated and ground truth performances occurs forPSO std
(Figure 6a), which bases its estimate on a single sample
of each solution. In addition, even though the estimated
performance forPSO stdis monotonically increasing, the
actual performance is rather erratic, with jumps and drops,
and stagnates for several number of iterations. These effects
are partially mitigated inPSO rep(Figure 6b) through the
multiple evaluations, but jumps, drops, and stagnation still
occur.

PSO pbest(Figure 6c) has a more sustained improvement,
interrupted by sudden drops. These drops are due to the
fact that PSO pbestdoes not re-evaluate new positions,
and therefore a lucky evaluation of a bad new solution can
displace a more consistent older candidate. BothPSO ocbaC
(Figure 6d) andPSO ocbaD(Figure 6e) show much more
consistent improvement along each iteration, with a good
estimate of the ground truth performance and few drops or
jumps.

Figure 7 shows the averaged results over the 20 runs
for each of the five algorithms. In this case, the individual
jumps and drops are averaged out as they occur at different
iterations, but the difference between the estimated and
ground truth performances becomes evident for the first three
algorithms. It is also clear that even though the distributed
implementation with a limited communication neighborhood
of PSO ocbaDoutperforms the first three algorithms in terms
of estimating the ground truth, it does not perform as well
as the centralizedPSO ocbaC.

VI. EXPERIMENTS WITH REAL ROBOTS

In order to validate the results obtained from learning in
simulation we tested the best controller from thePSO ocbaD
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Fig. 6. Progress during a single run for each of the five algorithms. The red curve represents the performance of the best solution as estimated by the
algorithm, and the blue curve represents the ground truth performance obtained as the average of 100 a-posteriori evaluations. (a) PSO std. (b) PSO rep.
(c) PSO pbest. (d) PSO ocbaC (e) PSO ocbaD.
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Fig. 7. Progress averaged over 20 runs for each of the five algorithms. The red curve represents the performance of the bestsolution as estimated by
the algorithm, and the blue curve represents the ground truth performance obtained as the average of 100 a-posteriori evaluations. Error bars represent one
standard deviation (a) PSO std. (b) PSO rep. (c) PSO pbest. (d) PSO ocbaC (e) PSO ocbaD.
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Fig. 8. Potential field and learned controllers tested with 0and 15 obstacles.
The box represents the upper and lower quartiles, the line across the middle
marks the median, and the crosses show outliers.

approach and a traditional potential field controller in the
two extremes of the benchmark task presented in Section II:
arena with no obstacles and arena with 15 obstacles. In the
latter case, the obstacles were placed in random positions and
then kept fixed for all the runs. We conducted 20 runs with 4
robots for each controller and environment, which results in
80 performance measurements per setting. The results from
these experiments are shown in Figure 8.

Both controllers perform well in both environments and do
not collide with walls, obstacles, or other robots. The median
performance of the learned controller is slightly higher than
the potential field one in both cases, although it is only
statistically significant in the environment with no obstacles
(Mann Whitney U test,p = 0.02 for no obstacles andp=
0.80 for 15 obstacles). This difference is due to the fact that

when the potential field controller is approaching an obstacle
or wall straight ahead, it gradually slows before turning,
which results in lower speed factor and more time spent near
obstacles (lower proximity factor). We also observed that the
potential field controller oscillated in place or got stuck when
there was a narrow passage between an obstacle and a wall.

On the other hand, the learned controller switched be-
tween two states: moving forwards at full speed and turning
counter-clockwise in place at full speed. This behavior of
switching between boundary points in the control space
(bang-bang control) is similar to the behaviors seen when ap-
plying optimal control theory to minimize trajectory time for
bounded velocity differential drive vehicles [24]. In addition,
the fact that robots have a preferred turning direction (always
turn counter-clockwise) avoids getting stuck, resulting in a
more robust controller.

VII. C ONCLUSION

We have applied OCBA, a statistical technique for sam-
pling budget allocation, to improve the performance of PSO
in the presence of noise for the high-dimensional optimiza-
tion of controllers for multiple robots with limited resources.
In addition to the centralized budget allocation, we have
introduced a new distributed PSO OCBA algorithm suitable
for resource-constrained mobile robots since it requires only
local communication and sensing, and the amount of infor-
mation shared is limited and constant for the whole learning
process.

Results in an obstacle avoidance benchmark show that
both PSO OCBA variants outperform other techniques for
dealing with noise from the literature, achieving a more
consistent progress and a better estimate of the ground-truth



performance of candidate solutions.
In order to validate our simulations, we compared on real

robots the controller learned with our proposed algorithm
to a potential field controller from the literature. They both
achieved a high performance through different avoidance
strategies.

As future work, we would like to apply this algorithm
to different tasks in the multi-robot domain to see how the
results obtained in this paper generalize to other robotic
problems. In addition, we would like to explore the effect
of different parametrizations and variations of the distributed
PSO OCBA.
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